In this paper we prove a general homogenization result for monotone parabolic problems with an arbitrary number of microscopic scales in space as well as in time, where the scale functions are not necessarily powers of epsilon. The main tools for the homogenization procedure are multiscale convergence and very weak multiscale convergence, both adapted to evolution problems. At the end of the paper an example is given to concretize the use of the main result.
Introduction
The mathematical theory of nonlinear partial differential equations plays an important role in e.g. applied mathematics and physics. In this paper we present a homogenization result for the general monotone parabolic problem with multiple spatial and temporal scales ∂ t u ε (x, t) − ∇ · a x ε 1 , . . . , x ε n , ť ε 1 , . . . , ť ε m , ∇u ε (x, t) = f (x, t) in Ω T , u ε (x, t) = 0 on ∂Ω×(0, T ), (1)
where f ∈ L 2 (Ω T ) and u 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω). Here Ω is an open bounded set in R N with smooth boundary and Ω T = Ω × (0, T ). We let Y = (0, 1) N and S = (0, 1) and we assume that a is Y -periodic in the n first variables and S-periodic in the following m variables. Finally we letε k for k = 1, . . . , n andε j for j = 1, . . . , m be scale functions depending on ε that tend to zero as ε does, where the scales are assumed to fulfil certain conditions of separatedness.
The homogenization of (1) means studying the asymptotic behavior of the corresponding sequence of solutions u ε as ε tends to zero and finding the limit problem ∂ t u(x, t) − ∇ · b(x, t, ∇u) = f (x, t) in Ω T , u(x, t) = 0 on ∂Ω × (0, T ), u(x, 0) = u 0 (x) in Ω, which admits the function u, the limit of {u ε }, as its unique solution. Here b is characterized by local problems, one for each microscopic spatial scale. For more informative texts on homogenization theory we suggest e.g. [1] , [4] and [16] .
The main tools to carry out the homogenization process for (1) are multiscale convergence and very weak multiscale convergence in the evolution setting. Here very weak multiscale convergence, see e.g. [9] and [12] , is the key to handling the difficulties that appear when rapid time oscillations are present. The nonlinearity of the problem is treated by applying the perturbed test functions method.
Homogenization results for linear parabolic equations with oscillations in one spatial scale and one temporal scale were studied by using asymptotic expansions in [3] . In [14] parabolic problems containing fast oscillations in space as well as in time were treated for the first time applying two-scale convergence methods. Parabolic homogenization problems have also been investigated in e.g. [8] and [10] for different choices of fixed scales. Linear parabolic problems with an arbitrary number of scales in both space and time were homogenized in [12] . Homogenization results for monotone, not necessarily linear, problems have been presented in e.g. [7] , [19] , [13] , [23] and [24] . The case with one spatial microscale and an arbitrary number of temporal scales was treated by Persson in [20] .
The paper is organized in the following way. In Section 2 we give some preparatory theory concerning multiscale and very weak multiscale convergence. In Section 3 we present the homogenization result for (1) and in the last section we look at a special case of (1) to illustrate the use of the presented result.
Notation 1
We let F ♯ (Y ) be the space of all functions in F loc (R N ) which are the periodic repetition of some function in F (Y ). We also let
where we interpret Y 0,m as S m . We letε k (ε), for k = 1, . . . , n, andε j (ε), j = 1, . . . , m, be strictly positive functions such thatε k (ε) andε j (ε) go to zero when ε does. We also use the notationsε n =ε 1 , . . . ,ε n andε m =ε 1 , . . . ,ε m and furthermore 
Multiscale and very weak multiscale convergence
In [17] Nguetseng presented a new homogenization technique based on a certain type of convergence which has become known as two-scale convergence. This was extended in [2] to so-called multiscale convergence, which allows use of multiple scales and makes it possible to capture numerous types of spatial microscopic oscillations. Below we define evolution multiscale convergence i.e., the concept has been further developed to include temporal oscillations, see [12] .
Next we define some concepts regarding relations between scale functions.
Definition 3
We say that the scales in a list {ε 1 , . . . , ε n } are separated if
for k = 1, . . . , n−1 and that the scales are well-separated if there exists a positive integer l such that
Definition 4 Let {ε 1 , . . . ,ε n } and {ε 1 , . . . ,ε m } be lists of (well-)separated scales. Collect all elements from both lists in one common list. If from possible duplicates, where by duplicates we mean scales which tend to zero equally fast, one member of each pair is removed and the list in order of magnitude of all the remaining elements is (well-)separated, the lists {ε 1 , . . . ,ε n } and {ε 1 , . . . ,ε m } are said to be jointly (well-)separated.
We give the two following theorems, which state a compactness result for (n + 1, m + 1)-scale convergence and a characterization of multiscale limits for gradients, respectively.
Theorem 5 Let {u
ε } be a bounded sequence in L 2 (Ω T ) and suppose that the lists {ε 1 , . . . ,ε n } and {ε 1 , . . . ,ε m } are jointly separated. Then there exists a u 0 in L 2 (Ω T × Y n,m ) such that, up to a subsequence,
Proof. See Theorem 2.66 in [21] or Theorem A.1. in [12] .
) that appears in the theorem below is the space of all functions in L 2 (0, T ; H 1 0 (Ω)) such that the time derivative belongs to L 2 (0, T ; H −1 (Ω)).
) and suppose that the lists {ε 1 , . . . ,ε n } and {ε 1 , . . . ,ε m } are jointly well-separated. Then, up to a subsequence,
Proof. See Theorem 2.74 in [21] or Theorem 4 in [12] .
Multiscale convergence is very useful for homogenization of problems involving rapid oscillations on several micro levels. Unfortunately, we can only use this for sequences that are bounded in the L 2 -norm but when rapid time oscillations are present we encounter sequences that do not possess this boundedness. Multiscale convergence has a large class of test functions and the limit captures both the global trend and the microscopic oscillations. If we downsize this class so that it only captures the microscopic fluctuations then it becomes possible to apply it to certain sequences that do not have to be bounded in any Lebesgue space. This is the idea behind so-called very weak multiscale convergence. A first compactness result of very weak multiscale convergence type was given in [14] , see also [19] , [9] and [11] .
We write
The following theorem is essential for the homogenization of (1).
) and assume that the lists {ε 1 , . . . ,ε n } and {ε 1 , . . . ,ε m } are jointly well-separated. Then there exists a subsequence such that
where, for
Proof. See Theorem 2.78 in [21] or Theorem 7 in [12] .
The homogenization result
We study the homogenization of the problem
Here we assume that
satisfies the following structure conditions, where C 0 and C 1 are positive constants and 0 < α ≤ 1:
Finally we assume that the lists {ε n } and {ε m } in (2) are jointly well-separated. In order to formulate the theorem below in a neat way we define some numbers determined by how the scales functions present are related to each other. We define d i and ρ i , i = 1, . . . , n, as follows:
. . , m we say that we have resonance and we let ρ i = C, otherwise ρ i = 0.
This means that d i is the number of temporal scales faster than the square of the spatial scale in question and ρ i indicates whether there is resonance or not.
We are now prepared to give and prove the main theorem of the paper.
Theorem 9 Let {u ε } be a sequence of solutions in W
and
is the unique solution to
where
. . , n. Here u i , for i = 1, . . . , n, are the unique solutions to the system of local problems
Proof. The lists {ε n } and {ε m } of scales are jointly well-separated and {u
), see Proposition 3.16 in [21] , which means that Theorem 6 is applicable and hence, up to a subsequence,
The weak form of (2) reads: find
The boundedness of {u ε } in L 2 (0, T ; H 1 0 (Ω)) together with (7) gives, up to a subsequence, that
for some a 0 ∈ L 2 (Ω T × Y n,m ) due to Theorem 5. We let ε tend to zero in (6) and obtain
which is the homogenized problem if we can prove that
with u and u j as given in the theorem. To characterize a 0 we will use the system of local problems (5), and deriving this will be our next aim.
In (6) we will use test functions defined according to the following. Let r ε = r(ε) be a sequence of positive numbers tending to zero as ε does. Fix i = 1, . . . , n and choose
Applying Theorem 6 and the definition of r ε , we may let ε → 0 and get
if we omit the terms passing to zero. Rewriting we obtain
where we have factored out 1 εi from the first sum to make it obvious that it is possible to pass to the limit by means of very weak (i+1, λ+1)-scale convergence. Suppose that { 
which will be our springboard when deriving both the independencies of the local time variables in the corrector functions and the local problems. This will be done for the two different cases nonresonance and resonance. 
as ε → 0. Hence, we may use (10) for this choice of r ε and we have
We let ε tend to zero and obtain, due to Theorem 8 and (11), that
and by the variational lemma we have
almost everywhere for all c λ+1 ∈ C ∞ ♯ (s λ ). This means that u i is independent of s m−di+1 , . . . , s m .
We proceed by deriving the local problems and for this purpose we choose r ε =ε i and λ = m − d i , where d i ≥ 0. Since d i ≥ 0 and ρ i = 0 we conclude that
as ε → 0 and r ε ε i = 1, which means that (10) is valid and we get
As ε → 0 we obtain
and, finally, 
and a passage to the limit gives
Hence,
almost everywhere for all c λ+1 ∈ C ∞ ♯ (S λ ), and thus u i is independent of s λ . To extract the local problem we choose r ε =ε i and λ = m−d i , where
as ε → 0 and r ε ε i = 1
and from (10) we then have
Letting ε tend to zero and applying Theorem 8 we obtain
and hence, we end up with
, the weak form of the local problem in this second case.
What remains is to characterize a 0 and to this end we use perturbed test functions, see [5] and [6] , according to
(see p. 12-13 in [18] ) we get, up to a subsequence, that
(Ω) dt ≥ 0 when ε tends to zero. We proceed by letting k tend to infinity. From the choice of p k we have that
almost everywhere in Ω T × Y n,m . When we pass to the limit in (16) we will use Lebesgue's generalized majorized convergence theorem for the third and fourth term where we go through the details for the fourth term. Choosing ξ = p k in (7) we have that
Successively applying Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (17) we get
Letting k → ∞, we have
and hence, by Lebesgue's generalized majorized convergence theorem we conclude that
Thus, as k tends to infinity in (16) we find that
where some terms vanishes directly and we have
If we replace vc by u in (8) we get
and with (19) in (18) we obtain
Using the local problems we will eliminate the first n terms in (20) . We study them one at the time by letting j successively be equal to 1, . . . , n.
If ρ j = 0 we use the local problem (12) . . . Dividing by δ and passing to the limit in the sense of letting δ tend to zero, we deduce that
Finally, by the uniqueness of u, the whole sequence converges and the proof is complete.
An illustrative example
In this section we investigate a specific nonlinear parabolic problem with a number of rapid spatial and temporal scales, some of which are not powers of ε. More precisely we consider the (3,4)-scaled problem ∂ t u ε (x, t)−∇· a 1 0 (Ω)). To determine the independencies and make the local problems more precise, we need to identify which values of d i and ρ i to use. We recall that d i is the number of temporal scales faster than the square of the spatial scale in question and ρ i indicates whether there is resonance or not. Let us start with the slowest spatial scale, i.e. i = 1. To find d 1 we investigate on the basis of (I) how the first spatial scale is related to the temporal scales present in the problem. We have lim 
